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The Campaign to save the ‘Lodge’ Waite Gatehouse 
Calendar 

of Events 

 

Barn Market 

Time: 9am to 12pm 

Date: 6 November 

Where: Old Barn  

Urrbrae 

Yorke Peninsula  

Field Days 

 

Dates: 28th –30th 

September 

 

On the south eastern corner of Fullarton and Cross Roads is the Waite Gatehouse commonly 

referred to as the Lodge. The Lodge was built c1890 as a gatehouse to Urrbrae House and as 

part of the entrance to the Waite Estate. The gates that were near the entry and the Lodge 

have since been lost. It is one of the only remaining gatehouses in South Australia and as 

such it is State Heritage listed. It received state heritage listing on 21st September 1982(SA 

Heritage Places Database, n.d). This is the highest form of protection that can be given to a 

building under state legislation. The Gatehouse was originally protected via the Peter Waite 

Trust established with The University of Adelaide and the Education Minister as well as 

through the State Heritage listing. The Trust was established and land transferred from the 

Waite’s ownership to the South Australian Government on 26th February 1914. The Trust 

when established had clear guidelines as to what purpose the land could be used. There was 

always a small proportion of the land in the estate to be used for roads. 

It became public knowledge in late 2020 that the Gatehouse, in addition to 30 trees as part 

of the Waite Arboretum, were deemed for demolition as a result of the Department of 

Transport and Infrastructure's (DPTI) Fullarton and Cross Roads development. The reasoning 

provided was in order to save 20 houses on the eastern side of Cross Road the Gatehouse 

and trees must go. This development would involve widening the intersection to carry more 

traffic in particularly the freight traffic coming off of the South Road upgrade up to the free-

way. This included adding two extra turning lanes from Cross Road off onto Fullarton Road. 

The funding for this project, is $61 million from the Morrison Federal Government. Part of 

this funding is assigned to protecting local heritage places but was not going towards the 

Gatehouse.  

In December 2020 Transport Minister, the Hon Cory Wingard, told the Advertiser that 

‘demolition of the distinctive, 1890 building was the only option as a government-

commissioned feasibility study had found that relocation was not feasible, due to expense 

and concerns the shift would not be successful’ (Eccles & Kelsall 2020). Wingard told the  

Advertiser that ‘a report has also found the structural integrity of the gatehouse would be at 

significant risk if it were to be moved’ (Smith 2020). In addition, John Wheelan the Director of 

the project delivery stated as quoted from Indaily ‘So, there were the three scenarios we 

looked at: demolishing the gatehouse removes all of its cultural heritage value; decon-

structing the gatehouse and rebuilding it in a new location will remove all cultural heritage 

value; relocating the gatehouse as a whole building would decrease the heritage val-

ue,’ {Eccles & Kelsall 2020).  

This argument was publicly opposed by not only the National Trust, City of Mitcham Council, 

Local Member Sam Dulac but also a number of building companies that specialise in moving 

historical buildings. Two public petitions were organized the first being on Change.org and 

the second a physical petition to be presented to parliament to petition for the protection of 

the Gatehouse via relocation to another site on the Waite Estate.  

By Rebecca Faulkner 

Barn Market 

Time: 9am to 12pm 

Date: 04 September  

 

Where: Old Barn  

Urrbrae 
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As a result of a strong community campaign and persistent work by those involved in the campaign sense prevailed on 15 th 

March 2021 when it was announced that the future of the Gatehouse was secure. The compromise is the shifting of the 

building to the eastern corner of the Waite Estate on the Adelaide University campus. The building will be carefully pulled 

down and rebuilt brick by brick on the new site at Claremont Avenue. 

References 

Eccles. D and Kelsall. T, 2020, Urrbrae gatehouse demolition preferred as moving would ‘decrease the heritage value’,  

Indaily, Friday 11th December 

 

Smith. M, 2020, Adelaide University Gatehouse to be demolished for Fullarton, Cross road upgrades, The Advertiser,  

3rd December. 

In addition, there is a Facebook page attached to the campaign and a number of rallies were organized on site that had 

speakers from the Waite Family, the National Trust, local member Sam Dulac and some members of the public. A rally 

earlier this year attracted over 1000 individuals and spilled out onto Fullarton and Cross Roads. over 1000 individuals 

and spilled out onto Fullarton and Cross Roads.  
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Urrbrae Agriculture and Farm News 2020 

 

The widespread rains received over the last few months have resulted in significant pasture growth and improved  

potential yields for many crops across much of SA. This is a very welcome positive for all those directly or indirectly  

involved in agriculture particularly given the many challenges of 2020! The Urrbrae Farm and Agricultural programs have 

continued to prosper highlights include; 

 

Sorghum Crops Flourish 

The pasture improvement program is showing excellent results with three paddocks of sorghum providing abundant  

summer green feed for or stud cattle and sheep. Thank you to our 2019 Crop Science students and Farm staff who  

managed the establishment of these crops that offer quality feed and minimises hay usage. During 2020 we plan to  

establish the same three paddocks to Lucerne for ongoing hay production and grazing. 

 

Urrbrae Vintage in Full Swing 

Since the start of Term 1 the Year 10 and 11 Viticulture have been regularly monitoring sugar content of our grapes by  

maturity testing across the main varieties including Shiraz, Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. The seasonal  

conditions of mild summer temperatures with minimal rainfall has resulted in the production top quality fruit which  

students and staff have been harvesting over the last 3 weeks with the final harvesting occurring this week (Week 8 of  

Term 1). Students are directly involved of all aspects of the wine making process such as crushing, pressing and barrelling. 

Thank you to all students involved and also to our key Viticulture and Winemaking staff James Anderson and Kym Naulty 

who  

predict this vintage to be the best on record for Urrbrae, so don’t miss out on purchasing the 2020 wines when they  

become available. 

 

Piggery Eco-Shelter Renovation 

Urrbrae is very fortunate to have a commercial piggery on-site to educate our students in this important agricultural  

industry. The eco-shelter section required significant upgrading and has been a special project over Term 1 for our  

students, Farm Manager, Neil Harris and Pig Enterprise Teacher, Steve Mason. The result has been fantastic with new 

grating, feeders and gates being installed. The piglets are very appreciative of their new environment! 

 

Sheep, Goats and Alpacas 

Recently a Veterinary Surgeon visited and tested all of our Suffolk Stud sheep, Boer Goats and Alpacas for Johnes disease 

with two classes present to observe and ask questions. The rams were also tested for Brucellosis and all animals had faecal 

samples taken for worm counts. All results returned negative to any exposure. Twelve of the Suffolk Stud Ewes were  

artificially inseminated with semen from one of the top Suffolk rams in Australia, this will improve our genetics immensely. 

The Merino wethers have arrived for the school’s competition of the Royal Adelaide Show, they are looking very impressive 

at this early stage. 
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“Urrbrae on Show” day  
 
The cancellation of this year’s Royal Adelaide Show has been disappointing for Urrbrae and the wider community, how-
ever, in true Urrbrae fashion our students and staff have shown resilience and creativity through the development of 
the Urrbrae on Show event. This special day will provide many opportunities for our students to display and promote 
their skills and enthusiasm in a show type environment. Staff, led by Ms Larissa Tallent, have spent many hours planning 
for and organising this massive event. There is a real buzz of excitement around the school and we are all very much 
looking forward to the unique Urrbrae on Show day! 
 
 

Urrbrae Wines excel at the 2020 National Wine Show   

  

  

    
 

Making hay while the sun shines 

 

The Urrbrae Estate wines just keep getting better and better! This is   
evidenced in the outstanding results received at the National Wine Show this 
year, including; 
 

 Gold Award for the 2019 Grenache 

 Silver Awards x 2 for the 2019 Merlot and Shiraz 

 Bronze Award for the 2019 Cabernet Sauvignon 
 
Our wines are produced on-site by Urrbrae students, guided by Wine and 

Viticulture teacher, Mr James Anderson, and Farm Staff member, Mr Kym 

Naulty, from grapes grown exclusively in the Urrbrae Estate vineyard. Con-

gratulations to all students and staff involved in this vintage. Urrbrae wines 

are available for purchase (over 18 only) at the Urrbrae Barn Markets (first 

Saturday of each Month) or through the school canteen. Please keep in mind 

that stocks sell out each year so be quick to enjoy this great wine, and in so 

doing supporting the wine and farm enterprises of Urrbrae. 

The Year 12 Plant Production class (pictured left) have 

assessed the oats and vetch hay crop as part of their 

course work, which has been established in the Creek pad-

dock. Students evaluated the potential yield of the crop 

and examined the effects of any weeds, pests and diseases 

on the overall production of hay. The crop has recently 

been mown and raked and will be baled as soon as practi-

cable to produce high quality fodder for our livestock. 
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Special visitor to Urrbrae 

 

Year 10 student, Henry Gill, (pictured right) 

is operating the newly acquired hay mower 

that has proven to be a great asset to our 

farm machinery range. We are anticipating 

that over 200 hay bales will be produced 

this year from the Creek paddock crop. 

In Term 3, Mr Wayne Barden visited Urrbrae to donate 

his library of Agriculture and Biology books and beautiful 

photographs of Urrbrae that he has collected over many 

years. Mr Barden was the inaugural Urrbrae Deputy  

Principal for Agriculture (1968 – 1979) and he is  

recognised nationally as a high achieving educator of 

Agriculture, some of his career highlights include: 

 

 Led the establishment of the Urrbrae Certificate 

of Agriculture 

 Author and Editor of numerous Agricultural text 

books used extensively across Australia 

 Managed the process of the Urrbrae farm land 

being transferred from Waite University use to 

Urrbrae school use 

 

On behalf of the wider school community, thank you 

Wayne for visiting the school and donating your special 

books and photos and sharing some of your cherished 

memories of Urrbrae. You certainly made a positive 

difference to our school. 

Mr Fleming, Assistant Principal – Agriculture 

(2020 ongoing ) and Mr Wayne Barnden  

Deputy Principal – Agriculture (1968 – 1979) 
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Shearing the Urrbrae Suffolk sheep is always a popular farm activity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free-range Peking ducks trialled in the Urrbrae orchard 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Recently the Year 11 Sheep and Goat Management 

class were involved in the shearing of the school Suffolk 

rams. Students assisted in catching and shearing the 

sheep and also the various tasks associated with wool 

handling, such as fleece throwing and classing. Later 

this term we will be shearing the ewe flock and the 

2020 lambs. The wool produced is baled and sold with 

the proceeds being allocated to improve the Sheep 

farm enterprise. 

As part of the Year 10 Agriculture Production subject, students work in small groups to develop and initiate an  
agricultural enterprise, one of the projects has focused on the introduction of free-range Peking ducks to the  
Urrbrae orchard. Peking ducks are bred specifically for meat and are run as part of some horticultural enterprises 
across Australia. Old Scholar and current parent, Mr Carey Shultz, incorporates this production technique within 
his Lenswood orchard and he has generously supported  the supply of the ducks to Urrbrae for the project. The 
Peking duck breed is sought after by restaurants and also at the same time provide important insect pest control 
when kept in an orchard situation. The  Year 10 students involved have worked on all aspects of establishing the  
enterprise such as adapting an enclosure that is fox and dog proof (thanks to Mr Gary Bradshaw, Urrbrae Farm  
Mechanic, for his support in this aspect) and caring for the birds on a daily basis. The ducks will be processed  
towards the end of this term and will then be sold through the canteen ready for Christmas! This project is a trial 
for Urrbrae, and if successful, we will look at extending the concept in 2021. 
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Promotion opportunities for Urrbrae 

 
Urrbrae continues to receive excellent marketing exposure throughout the community such as: 

 High-profile advertisements in the SA Life magazines for August and October.  

 Aquaculture teacher, Mr John Marriott, was recently interviewed for the podcast “The Adelaide Show” 

which enjoys thousands of views each week. John explained how Urrbrae supports the conservation 

efforts of the endangered fresh-water fish species the Purple Spotted Gudgeon and produces a range of 

other species as part of the Aquaculture program at Urrbrae including Barramundi and Blue Yabbies.  

 East Adelaide Herald paper will be highlighting the achievements of the Urrbrae wines at the National 

Wine Show in their next edition. 

 Principal Tours have proven to be very popular with hundreds of prospective families attending a tour 

over the last few months. 

The Presentation and Year 12 Graduation Evening later in the term is a highlight for the year and recognises the 

successes of students across a range of Agricultural pursuits including the Peter Waite Old Scholar Award and 

the McBride Pastoral Company Prizes. I look forward to reporting on the achievements of this year’s agricultural 

programs in the final School Council Report for 2020. 
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 Urrbrae Agriculture and Farm News 2021 

 

The relatively mild temperatures and wetter than average weather patterns over summer have promoted excellent  

pasture growth without the need for substantial irrigation. Our school farm has been very well maintained by our Farm 

Staff over the Christmas holidays and is ready to go from day one for another busy school year. The reduced effects of 

COVID in SA have allowed us to plan ahead a range of agricultural and marketing events that unfortunately were unable 

to be offered during 2020 including: 

 

 Mortlock Scholarship Ceremonies (March) 

 Yorke Peninsula Field Days (September) 

 Country Shows and the Royal Adelaide Show 

 Merino Weather Competition 

 

Early this term our Agricultural Staff have established a wide range of lunchtime Clubs in which hundreds of our students 

participate in. The Clubs provide a unique environment for students and staff with like interests to work together on the 

maintenance and improvements of various farm enterprises. This time is also valuable in preparing livestock for the 2021 

Show Competitions.  

 

Farm Enterprise meetings are being scheduled during 2021: 

 

 Meetings include Agriculture Teacher for enterprise, Farm Manager, allocated Farm Staff and  

Assistant Principal Agriculture 

 Meetings assist in jointly identifying: 

 

 Key short, medium and long-term needs and priorities that pertain to each 

Farm Enterprise (12 Enterprises in total) 

 Aligning these priorities to the 2020-2022 Farm Strategic Plan (see next slide) 

 

Farm management Meetings 

 Weekly meetings with Farm manager and AP Agriculture to prioritise projects, maintenance and im-

provements 

 Details shared with all Ag staff and school Leadership 
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Farm Improvements 

 Increase $ from industry/grants/sponsorship 

 Farm Staff management 

 Increase use of technology e.g.: Agri Web 

 Winery renovation to incorporate lab/learning area and secure storage 

 Piggery upgrade to free-range/straw based system 

 Bee keeping shed extension 

 

Promotions and Community Engagement 

Increase 

 Media releases 

 Old Scholar participation 

 Waite and Industry engagement e.g. Thomas Foods 

Agriculture and Farm Improvements and Priorities 2021 
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Plant Enterprises 

Crop and Pasture Improvement: 

 Preparing for 2021 Hay production which will produce feed for our livestock over the summer and autumn 

months ahead and therefore reduces the need for feed bought from suppliers 

 Barley and Rye seed purchased ready for sowing in April and May by Year 11 Crop Science and Certificate 11 

in Agriculture students 

 Crop and Pasture Plan updated which summarises all paddock crops and pastures and  

future plantings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Urrbrae Vintage in Full Swing 

Since the start of Term1 the Year 10 and 11 Viticulture have been regularly monitoring sugar content of our grapes 

by maturity testing across the main varieties including Shiraz, Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. The  

seasonal conditions of mild summer temperatures with minimal rainfall has resulted in the production top quality 

fruit which students and staff have been harvesting over the last 3 weeks with the final harvesting occurring this 

week (Week 8 of Term 1). Students are directly involved of all aspects of the wine making process such as crushing, 

pressing and barrelling. Thank you to all students involved and also to our key Viticulture and Winemaking staff 

James Anderson and Kym Naulty who predict this vintage to be the best on record for Urrbrae, so don’t miss out 

on purchasing the 2021 wines when they become available. 
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Horses 

 The Urrbrae Interschool Equestrian Team has been very active already this year participating in the  

Trinity Interschool Gymkhana and Angaston Show. The students competed extremely well at Trinity College 

and their success saw Urrbrae place equal 8th overall lout of 43 schools! Students lso completed at Mundulla 

and Lucindale Shows with some outstanding results being achieved such as first place in the 100cm class and 

2nd and 3rd in the 110cm show jumping. The equestrian competition season has made an excellent start to 

the year with our Urrbrae riders competing n many events over the next few months. We wish them all the 

best and congratulate them all on getting to the competitions, having fun, with the bonus of great success. 

 

Livestock Enterprises 

Cattle: 

 Steers of various breeds have arrived from properties across SA 

to be used for show preparation (Clubs) 

 Poll Hereford Stud cows and heifer purchased form a highy  

acclaimed stud in the South East to boost the genetics of our Poll 

Hereford Stud 

 Artificial Insemination program will be continued later this term. 

 

Sheep, Goats and Alpacas: 

 12 Suffolk Stud Ewes have been artificially inseminated with genetics 

from one of the top Suffolk rams in Australia to further improve our 

Suffolk Stud genetics. 

 15 Merino wethers have been delivered in preparation for the Merino 

Wether Competition. 10 of these were generously donated by Old 

Scholar Richard Harkness from Superior Wool Merino Stud Tintinara 

 Boer goats will start kidding late March 

 First cria (young alpaca) born onsite for many years is doing very well 

with halter training! 
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Piggery Renovation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEM in Agriculture 

Food for the Future Challenge 

 

 

 

 

 New Eco-shelter has been completed with side frames and polybelt. 

This facility will be a great asset to protect young animals (and  

students and staff) from the elements! 

 

 Main piggery areas are being transformed to straw based = better 

for pigs and better for environment (waste management), this  

major renovation started early March with contractors relining the 

floor to allow for the new straw based system. This work should be  

completed towards the end of Term 3. 

Year 8 Agriculture teachers, Ashlee McEvoy and Ashley Biddell, recently facilitated an interactive and innovative 

session. This activity incorporated two Year 8 classes working together in small teams to identify and look at 

solutions relating to the global issue of food supply demands into the future. The students certainly engaged 

with and enjoyed this approach to discover together possible solutions to this major challenge! 
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The autumn season continued to be quite dry with below average rainfall delaying some of the seeding of crops 

across SA. Urrbrae has just completed the sowing of the annual cereal crops for hay production and are planning the 

establishment of perennial pasture (Lucerne and medic) which will be a project for the Semester 2 Year 11 Crop  

Science class. The following provides a summary of some key activities since the May Report: 

 

Agriculture faculty finalising Year 7 curriculum plans and assessment tasks:  

The student free day in Week 8 of Term 2 provided some additional time for the Agriculture staff to work  

collaboratively in the designing of Unit Plans and associated assessment tasks. The faculty aligned the topics to the 

Australian Curriculum objectives and also developed resources that support the delivery of the units. Well done to all 

staff involved in this complex but very exciting work. 

 

South East Senior Agriculture Field Trip 2021 a significant part of the agricultural program experience: 

53 Year 11 and 12 Agriculture students and 5 staff travelled for 4 days (Week 5 Term 2) through the South East of SA, 

visiting a diverse range of properties and Agribusiness industries including; Flairdale Merino Stud, Zadow’s Bees, 

Southern Cross Cattle Feedlot, Brecon Lucerne Production, Clothiers Free-Range Chickens, Robe Crayfish, Camel Milk-

ing (& eating camel milk ice cream!),  

 
The students were "wowed" by the latest farm machinery at Boonderoo Pastoral Company and then had the pleasure 

of tasting Mike's Beef Jerky at Robe. A fantastic dinner at The Robe Hotel was organised for the final night where  

students had the unique opportunity to interact with a large number of Agricultural industry leaders. Overall this was 

a brilliant tour full of learning opportunities, life skills and fun! Thanks particularly to Agriculture Coordinator  

Mr Damien Brookes for his leadership in facilitating this important aspect of the Urrbrae Agriculture experience. 
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From the Urrbrae Archives 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 
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A blast from the past, article “The Harvest Magazine” - 1968 

 

 


